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The International Human Rights Summer School ‘Law on the Bosphorus’, organized annually 

by Istanbul University Faculty of Law in collaboration with Leiden Law School, each year selects a 

particular theme within Human Rights Law as its principal focus. The aim of this theme-driven approach 

is twofold: on the one hand, the goal is to develop substantive knowledge and insights in specific fields 

of Human Rights Law. On the other, selected themes are used as illustrative models on the basis of 

which general understanding of the meaning, role, nature and abilities of modern day Human Rights 

Law can be deepened. A set goal of the Law on the Bosphorus Summer School is further always to 

approach Human Rights Law comparatively, looking at its operation in specific (local, temporal or 

thematic) contexts and always with regard to its (global) multi-levelled machinery. 

  

In its 7th year, the 2019 ‘Law on the Bosphorus’ Summer School will feature as its over-arching 

theme ‘Unexpected Obligations’. As such, this year, the Summer School will focus on diverse concepts 

and mechanisms which have been introduced into Human Rights law by judicial design and innovation 

and which have led to massive conceptual and concrete expansions of State obligations under Human 

Rights Law.  

 

In the past decades, the rather summary texts of Human Rights Conventions have been 

intricately developed in the hands and through the efforts of non-national Courts - such as the European 

Court of Human Rights - charged with the interpretation of Human Rights Law. Such Courts have in 

the first place exponentially extended the scope of protection offered through the rights and freedoms 

explicitly guaranteed therein, deepening and broadening the framework of Human Rights Law in 

accordance with modern day needs. As the landscape in which Human Rights Law is to be operational 

changes, such Courts have been called to respond to a great diversity of situations with respect to which 

the text of Conventions provides no answers. The resultant has been that Human Rights Law has come 

to cover a great more substantive terrain than could have been expected at the time Human Rights 

Conventions were drawn up.  

 



In the second place, Human Rights Courts have also extensively added to the substance of 

Human Rights Law through the introduction of different types of obligations, which are not necessarily 

attached to particular rights and freedoms - and thus go beyond expansive interpretations of existing 

bases - but apply in a more general sense, in principle potentially across the board of Human Rights 

Law. Such obligations, the scope and strictness of which again could hardly have been anticipated in 

the early stages of the development of Human Rights Law, include Positive and Extra-territorial 

obligations, obligations of States acting not as national entities, but within the framework of membership 

of international organizations and the obligations of States in the context of judicial co-operation. In all 

cases, Human Rights Courts have also developed their own interpretative and procedural devices and 

frameworks, allowing them to order the great leaps which they sometimes make in reconfiguring Human 

Rights Law to modern needs.  

 

The 2019 Summer School will examine the most innovative aspects of such judicially crafted 

unexpected obligations in modern Human Rights Law, critically examining the manner in which they 

are devised, regulated and applied. Focusing on diverse fields of law in which unexpected obligations 

have become operational, lectures will all contribute to reflections on the function, format and legitimacy 

of diverse types of unexpected obligations and the meaning of the introduction thereof for the changing 

dynamics of the interaction between Human Rights Law and other legal domains, as well as that between 

law and society in general. A strong field of focus will be the operation of the over-arching category of 

‘positive obligations’ in the field of Criminal Justice.     

  

As a protective device in Human Rights Law, positive obligations are to be contrasted with 

classical ‘negative obligations’, which traditionally function by setting boundaries to the exercise of 

state power. In the domain of Criminal Justice, this results in an easily recognizable parameters for the 

operation of Human Rights. By default those parameters engage the State in a vertical relationship with 

rights bearing citizens, who are to be protected against abusive exercise of criminal law enforcement 

powers. Thus, Human Rights dictates that states may not prosecute and punish behaviors not (priorly) 

circumscribed by law, that criminalizations may not encroach upon what should remain areas of freedom 

and that (procedurally), the apparatus of criminal justice may not be applied without the effectuation of 

certain safeguards. In this format, negative obligations have as the object of protection persons against 

whom criminal justice means can be or are applied, thus the (potential) suspect or defendant in criminal 

proceedings and convicted persons.    

 

Positive obligations on the other hand call States to action, which in the context of Criminal 

Justice can mean that States are can be substantively and procedurally obliged to meet certain ‘quality 

standards’ when it comes to the prevention, prosecution and punishment of crime. In this configuration, 

positive obligations rather have a ‘victim-centric’ manifestation, in the sense that they inter alia function 

to compel States to provide adequate protection against ‘horizontal violations’ of human rights - such 

as crimes committed against persons (entailing human rights violations) by other (natural or legal) 

persons. Therewith, positive obligations operate on the basis of a different paradigms than those which 

drive negative obligations. Moreover, given that they are formatted as prescriptions to act, rather than 

as dictates to refrain from certain actions, positive obligations are necessarily distinct in nature, both in 

the manner in which they function as well as the way in which compliance with them is assessed.  

 

Focusing on and critically reviewing (the development of) positive obligations in the context of 

criminal justice and utilizing the illustration provided by this category to reflect on other types of 

judicially crafted obligations, lectures during the Summer School will be utilized to map out the manner 

in which such unexpected obligations in human rights law have impacted law and society, concretely 

and in more abstract manner. Unexpected obligations will also be examined critically, in terms of their 

legitimacy, clarity and feasibility, also from the perspective of the notion that Human Rights law should 

leave room for local diversity.  

 

Themes will be both substantive and procedural in nature and lectures will touch upon issues 

such as:  

 



- unexpected domains which have been brought under the scope of Human Rights law, following 

societal development (such as digitalization, gender identity, duty to care for for vital 

infrastructures, the  environment…);   

- the manner in which international crime policy agendas can or should function to catalyze 

criminal law enforcement via unexpected obligations in certain priority ‘crimes’ areas or with 

respect to certain vulnerable groups, such as with respect to domestic violence against women 

and children, (online) sexual offences against minors, human trafficking and smuggling;  

- the implications of national and regional diversity in terms of (financial) capabilities, logistics 

and social realities for the setting of common standards in the context of unexpected obligations; 

- the introduction of new types of actors (such as corporate entities, civil society, international 

organizations) as addressees of Human Rights Law through the vehicle of unexpected 

obligations;     

- the possible implications of unexpected obligations in spheres such as responses to natural 

disasters, climate change, accidents and attacks, including in relation to infrastructural 

preparation and prevention.   

 

PROGRAM FORMAT: The summer school will consist of daily lectures, mooting clinics and mooting 

sessions which will take place at the closing of the Summer School. At the start of the summer school, 

participants will be assigned to mooting teams and will receive notice of the case which they will be 

arguing at the closing mooting. As with the lectures, the cases will all have to do with ‘unexpected 

obligation’ themes. After plenary clarifications, teams will be instructed  and coached by lecturers during 

mooting clinics. The program also consists of diverse excursions to Criminal Justice Institutions in 

Turkey, i.e. to Police headquarters, Forensic and Pathological Institutions, Çağlayan Justice Palace and 

a penitentiary institution. These excursions will include unique ‘on location’ lectures by experts in the 

field.  

 

The mooting sessions will take place on the final day of the summer school. At the closing 

ceremony, special certificates will be awarded to the best team as well as to the best individual mooter.  

 

DATE And VENUE: The Summer School will take place between 18-29 August 2019. The program 

will be held in Istanbul University Faculty of Law’s historic premises at the heart of Istanbul, Turkey. 

The Summer School will take full advantage of the unique opportunities offered by this unique venue, 

embedding the academic program within the excitement and beauty of Istanbul.  

 

APPLICATIONS AND FEE: Applications should be sent to summerlaw@istanbul.edu.tr by 15 April 

2019. In return, application form will be provided. The Summer School is open to Bachelor and Master 

Students of Law Schools, as well as PhD-candidates. Applications should provide contact details, details 

with respect to phase of study, a current grade list, a letter of motivation and one reference from a 

lecturer. The Summer School fee is 300 Euros. Further details will be provided upon application.   

 
 

Deadline For application: 15th of April 2019 

For info please visit: cezakriminoloji.hukuk.istanbul.edu.tr/tr/_ 

Application Form 

 

http://hukuk.istanbul.edu.tr/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Summer-School-Application-Form-1.pdf

